
The Fosfor Decision Cloud 
Decision Designer 
Transform curiosity into limitless insight 
for Insurance

Lumin is an interactive GenAI-powered Decision Intelligence tool which helps Insurance 
organizations unlock productivity and profitability with 3x faster insights and accuracy 
in decisions.

Designed for everyone to analyze data and share insights in seconds, Lumin promotes a more 
proactive and responsive approach to using data for business growth and competitiveness. By 
offering the ability to ask questions and receive immediate insights, Lumin reduces the time it 
takes to perform complex analyses, refine strategies, and respond to market changes.

Make complex analysis simple

What if you could get instant answers to all your critical business queries related to areas of risk, 
claims, underwriting, revenue, and commission without worrying about complex codes, or 
depending on analysts and data scientists? 

Lumin, the Fosfor Decision Cloud’s Decision Designer, is designed to help Insurance organiza-
tions make more informed decisions. Lumin goes beyond traditional BI by providing predictive 
and prescriptive insights which can help organizations identify potential risks and opportunities. 
It provides real time insights and intelligence for decision making to various stakeholders like 
carriers, insurance brokers, MGA, and TPA in the Insurance value chain.

 



3X faster insights. Ask ‘what’, ‘why’, ‘what if’, and ‘what will be’ questions easily using a 
simple Q&A interface

80% savings in analyst hours and costly resources. Apply advanced analytics interventions 
like key driver analysis, predictive analytics techniques like forecasting, and prescriptive anal-
ysis to your data

95% reduction in time to insights. Get the freedom to chart your own insights journey with 
curated questions that unlock more insights

85% reduction in ad-hoc query requests. Get trustworthy and contextual analysis in natu-
ral language for easy interpretation

From weeks to minutes. Set up and go live with business use cases and 
solutions easily with zero dependence on data teams or expert coding skill 

Recognized by analysts and customers

For more info, contact info@fosfor.com
Visit https://www.fosfor.com/lumin

With Lumin, decision makers are empowered with:

Why Lumin

Recognized in the 
Gartner Market Guide 

for Augmented Analytics 
three years in a row

Featured in Forrester 
Augmented Intelligence 

(ABI) Landscape 
Report 2022

4.7/5 Gartner Peer 
Insights Rating


